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GRAMMAR 

Do as directed:- 

1. The award ceremony was a___galaxy____ of stars since all the popular cricket players were 

present.(Fill in the blank with the appropriate collective noun) 

2. The ozone layer gives us __protection______from the harmful UV rays of the 

sun.(protect)(Use appropriate abstract form of the word given in the bracket.) 

3. Please  include every child on the class activity.(Use appropriate word for the underline 

expressions. 

And.involve 

4. The Phantom__was moving____(move) slowly and silently. When it ___came___(come)near 

him,Bhima almost __collapsed__(collapse).(Use appropriate forms of verbs of Past tense) 

5.  ____A little____(Little/ A little) knowledge is a dangerous thing .(Fill in the blank with 

correct determiners) 

6. Each of the scientists are clever.(Underline an error and Re-write the correct sentence) 

Ans. Each of the scientists is clever. 

7. He usually__travels___(travels/travel)by car.(Use appropriate form of verb Of Simple present 

tense) 

8. The participant who  yells___loudly___ than all others will be given the golden horn.(loud) 

(Fill in the blank with suitable adverb) 

9. Soldiers ____must___ obey the orders of their officers.(Fill in the blank with suitable Modal) 

10. Change the Voice – a)Everyone likes Tasha.  

      And. Tasha  is liked by everyone. 

11. b) Who is making noise? 

And. By whom is noise being made? 

12. The song is being not sung by them .(Find an error and rewrite the correct sentence) 

And. This song is not being sung by him. 

 

.                         LITERATURE 

1.Read the extract and answer the following questions- 

He got out the ladder 

Form the garden shed 

It slipped. He landed 

 in the flower bed. 



Q.1.Who is ‘he' in the given extract? 

And. ‘he’ refer a to dad. 

Q.2 What happened to him? 

And. He fell down from the ladder. 

Q.3 Write  the  rhyme scheme of the given extract. 

Ans.abcb 

2.Read the sentence and answer the following questions- 

“I realise he is no longer mine. But you might atleast  take a suggestion or two from me.” 

Q.1.Who said these words and to whom? 

And.Grand father said these words to zoo keeper. 

Q.2 The word ‘he' refers to Wild tiger. 

Q.3.Why did he want to give suggestion? 

And. The leopard in the next cage made the tiger afraid. So the grand father wanted to shift the 

leopard in another cage. 


